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Coming Soon in a Neighbourhood Near You! .

A dysfunctional family of blow-up sex-dolls who are letting it all hang out and keeping it real in a
brand new series documenting every aspect of their crazy lives. It’s train-wreck television and you’ve
got an all-access pass!
 
Juxtaposing seemingly innocent and mundane situations with overt sexual undertones, the Hu!enpu!s
simultaneously celebrates and lovingly skewers "shbowl television shows like The Kardashians and
The Real Housewives, with a dash of Celebrity Rehab. What makes The Hu!enpu!s di!erent from those
shows? Well, the Hu!enpu!s are plastic, air-headed sex-objects -- so, basically, not a hell of a lot. But at
least the Hu!enpu!s have an excuse, as they just happen to be sex dolls. But all that is behind them,
and now they’re going mainstream, which means a hit show and all the new opportunities that come
with newfound celebrity status -- clothing lines, perfume, underwear ads, number one singles, TMZ
coverage, public meltdowns, rehab, and and bicycle pump endorsements. 

The Hu!enpu!s are aiming to take over the world, the only way they know how. They’ll do it with brutal
honesty. They’ll do it with raw sexuality. And they’ll do it with pretty much anyone! But more important,
they’ll do it with heart. Because underneath those precariously thin layers of latex lie in#atable hearts
of gold, which ultimately make them just as “real” as the plastic personalities they serve to lampoon.

Meet the Huffenpuffs!



Randy
Candy

Fanny Mae

Richard

Richard Huffenpuff
Richard Hu!enpu! (please don’t call him Dick) is the patriarch of what he considers the perfect nuclear
family. He’s happily oblivious to the fact that his family is highly dysfunctional, and that everywhere he
goes he is looked at with shock, fear and yes, even horror.

Fanny-Mae Huffenpuff
Fanny-Mae walks a "ne line between southern belle & ghetto-chique. She complains that she su!ers
from the vapours, but her constant swooning is more likely the result of her not-so-secret prescription-
pill habit. (She dabbled with heroin, but found the needles impractical).  
 

Candy Huffenpuff
With a well-deserved reputation for being “romantically-reliable”, Candy is extremely popular with the
boys. Unfortunately, they never seem to call back the next day. Fortunately, there’s a long lineup of
potential suitors waiting for a turn, so she’s never lonely for long. 

Randy Huffenpuff
Randy is very naive and trusting of everyone. As such he is always getting himself into trouble -- in fact,
he’s been arrested more times than he can count! Randy doesn’t mind though -- he gets to go for a ride
in the police car, and he’s very popular with the super-friendly gentlemen that he meets in the holding tank! 

Meet the Family



Coming Soon!
For more information about The Huffenpuffs

contact Adam Shaheen: adam.cuppa@gmail.com or (416) 340-8869

Episodes
Randy Goes to Rehab!
When Randy comes home high (literally) after experimenting with helium-hu!ng, Dick and Fanny-Mae "rst
secure him to solid ground, then stage an A&E style intervention. Randy agrees to go to rehab, but escapes en
route, raiding a nearby retirement party for helium balloons, horrifying the poor seniors into cardiac arrest.
When Randy witnesses the fragility of life, he’s scared straight! Hooray!

Farmer Dick!
Out of work again and low on funds, Richard takes the family on a budget vacation to a co-op farm for a working
holiday! Richard loves the country life, while Fanny-Mae detests it (though she’s really good at milking cows).
Meanwhile Candy and Randy party with some migrant workers and wake up in Mexico, where they have a real
tropical vacation. (Though they do wonder why they both found little baggies of talcum powder stu#ed inside them...)
 Dolly Maid
Tired of always having to asking Richard for money to support her prescription pill-habit, Fanny-Mae decides to
start her own business. It was supposed to be a Molly Maid service, but her client o#ers her a position that proves
more pro"table! Through word-of-mouth her business is soon booming -- But when she sleeps late (from working
so much overtime) Dick decides to let her sleep and temp for her next client, with disastrous results! 

Fanny-Mae Gets Plastic Surgery
When Fanny-Mae comes back from getting her facial (at the spa) and notices a few wrinkles that she hadn’t seen
before, she consults a plastic surgeon. She starts with a simple Botox injection, but it leaves her de$ated -- 
launching a chain reaction of increasingly more invasive reconstructive procedures. Can her family convince her
it’s what’s inside that counts? (Even if what’s inside is actually just hot air...)
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